Juan and Leslie are building a campfire. They started by clearing the fire ring for 10 minutes. Then they were looking for sticks and logs. This took 15 minutes. It took 15 more minutes to build and start the fire. How long did building the fire take altogether?
Setting up a Tent

Kylie and Keisha worked together to set up their tent. First, they spent 5 minutes clearing the ground. Next, it took 15 minutes to put the tent up. How long did it take altogether?
Making Dinner

Lily and Parker made dinner around the campfire. It took them 15 minutes to build and start the fire. Then, they spent 10 minutes chopping lettuce and tomatoes. Next, the meat cooked over the fire for 10 minutes. The walking tacos were ready after another 5 minutes of work. How long did it take altogether?
Hiking #1

Jacob and Mackenzie were keeping track of how many minutes they walked on their camping trip. They walked for 15 minutes to get to their campsite. They walked 10 minutes to get to the lake for fishing and 10 minutes to get back to their campsite. The next day they took a 30 minute hike. At the end of the day, they walked 15 minutes back to their car. How long did they hike? (Remember to tell how many hours and how many minutes.)
Hiking #2

Rashawn and Quinn were keeping track of how many minutes they walked on their camping trip. They walked for 20 minutes to get to their campsite. They walked 15 minutes to get to the lake for fishing and 15 minutes to get back to their campsite. The next day they took a 35 minute hike. At the end of the day, they walked 20 minutes back to their car. How long did they hike? (Remember to tell how many hours and how many minutes.)